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NORFOLK
POCKET ADDRESS BOOK
Many of us still find the traditional address
book so much more convenient, and
ultimately more dependable than an
electronic device. This Norfolk Pocket
Address Book is made to fit in a pocket
or handbag, having plenty of room for
those vital addresses, confidential notes
and reminders. It is also carefully
designed to look good too, and is
personalised further by the inclusion
of superb reminders of Norfolk’s beautiful
landscape taken by photographer
Daniel Tink.
From the wide sweep of the North
Norfolk Coast to delightful hidden
corners of this most beautiful county,
and from Norwich’s superb Cathedral
to the iconic windmills of The Broads,
Daniel’s photographs portray those
aspects of the county we most love.
So, whether you consider buying this
mini address book for yourself, or as
a gift, its owner can now carry a little
bit of Norfolk with them along with
all their vital information.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Daniel Tink was born and still lives in
Norwich, a city he knows well and
continues to enjoy exploring. A graphic
designer by profession, photography
has given him a unique and detailed
view of life through a lens. Daniel has
produced the book, Spirit of Norwich,
and has also provided photographs
for Norwich in the Halsgrove Discover
Series, and The Spirit of Norwich
Cathedral, in collaboration with the
author Stephen Browning.
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